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Dear Readers,

When it comes to our body, we tend to get creative. Besides 
modern fitness programs, a concerted life-work balance as 
well as a healthy diet and wellness have come to play a major role. More and more 
people become vegetarians or even vegan to do something good for their body and 
the environment, and it’s not only the aspect of detoxifying the body and preserving 
that state of mind and body which are important.

A clear conscience is a big part of our wellness regimen as well. It gives us self-
confidence in knowing that we are not involved in harming animals. We do not 
want to see them being mistreated and suffer a short painful life under horrible 
circumstances.

But if we go back to our own body, especially looking at our second skin, we must 
accept the fact that often we do the exact thing that we are trying to protect our 
bodies from. We squeeze into badly fitted clothes which are conventionally fabricated 
from poor quality materials and the dying procedures are questionable. We often 
do not realize that cheap underwear can affect our physical and mental well-being 
in many ways from health, comfortability and self-esteem in a negative way.

And yet, the world of lingerie is like a wonderful garden, filled with colorful 
blossoms and sensual secrets. The fact that underwear can fulfill many functions 
while still feeling comfortable and sexy is exactly the quality in lingerie we want to 
show you in this special feature. This edition is a glimpse into the sensual, colorful 
and intriguing world of underwear. An insight into the many facets and alluring 
history of our most intimate piece of clothing which inspired us to take a closer look
Since one of Lingerie’s roles is to excite and seduce our significant others, we had to 
include its most romantic endeavor: Marriage.

In our Wedding report, we highlight the fashion aspect of this age old tradition and 
who knows, we might just inspire the impulse to “say yes”

An excellent time with Valuer 27 

  yours sincerely

EDITORIAL
editor in chief, marco kokkot
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IN ONE FORM OR ANOTHER, 
LINGERIE IS USED FOR MORE 
THAN 5.000 YEARS. Of course, the  

protection against
the cold and wild nature was in the foreground at the 
beginning. However, soon women recognized that lin-
gerie features more functionalities. So, depending on 
the ideal form of beauty, in some eras women have worn 
garments to support or accentuate their breasts, while 
others have tried to flatten them. It was known that 
Cretan women had already worn some kind of corset 
under their ceremonial dresses. In other regions, they 
were worn over their clothing in in the middle ages. 
However, the corset became a beloved (and hated) 
fashion item. Sometimes flamboyant, sometimes just 
practical, it characterized the fashionable appearance 
of women during the ages. Not just the renaissance 
period but through the Elizabethan era, French Revo-
lution through the industrial development of the 19th 
century and the new way of life in the early twenties, 
but it didn’t end there.

DUE TO THE TECHNOLOGICAL 
PROGRESS, corsets, girdles - the under-wear 

in general - continued to develop 
to an even more advanced level. In the beginning of 
the 20th century, it became a part of fashion, not just 
practical or body shaping, but seductive, comfortable, 
and presentable.

ACACIA 
NIGHT DRESS SET
a beautiful material mix of silk 
and lace, incl. a wonderful 
lace stole



IT’S HARD TO BELIEVE, but already in the 1930’s, the fabulous 
brasserie by Ferrero laid the foundation 

for brands like Agent Provocateur. With breathtaking delicate bra creations, the 
French brand didn’t only seduce men but women as well.

TEMPTATION 
TOP, BRA, BRIEFS
hard to imagine two-piece sets 
with more sensual radiance. 
the delicate lace is the pure 
seduction.

TEMPTATION 
FRONTCLOSURE MOLD
BRA in combination with a fashion

bikini in red earth flatters 
each body perfectly.



AFTER THE ROARING TWENTIES, and the dark years of the 
Second World War, special 

representatives of women made lingerie socially acceptable. Above all, actresses like 
Marilyn Monroe, Jayne Mansfield or pin-up stars like Bettie Page showed their bodies, 
underwear, hosiery, hipsters and more to the public. With their sensual photos 
and films, they created a new desire among women and men. Followed by European 
bombshells like Sophia Loren, Gina Lollobrigida, Claudia Cardinale, and – of course 
– Brigitte Bardot, the triumph of lingerie was unstoppable. Now it became a major 
seductive part in fashion. Many new styles, forms, cuts, and shapes were born.

FEEL MAXI
NIGHTDRESS in  
mouve, is the perfect item
for a romantic night.



HOWEVER, LINGERIE IS MUCH MORE 
than a practical item to protect, to hide or even show off our 
body. It’s our second skin. No other garment is closer to our body. 
Therefore, it’s very important to choose the best quality, the perfect 
fit and the best style that makes us feel comfortable and sexy.

TEMPTATION 
BIKINI G-STRING & MOLD 
BRA �brazilian touch� and the alluring

color red earth.



THE VICTORY OF LINGERIE isn’t just characterized 
by an American brand 

with a similar name. There are so amazing brands that play with 
women’s secrets, bodies, and beauty in general. These labels offer 
breathtaking styles, cuts, fabrics, colors… far away from standards 
and products, that you could find in the rummage table. 

THIS NEW VALEUR LINGERIE SPECIAL 
will show you a selection of the best, but not all. Discover the world 
of lingerie by yourself. It could be a wonderful experience that results 
in well-being and happiness.

FEEL LACE
BODYSUIT in  
mouve. romantic and
seductive at the same time.

FEEL EXTRA LIFT
BRA & BIKINI 

in mouve. the
perfect complement 

to the bodysuit and the other collection 
items of this series.



ANNEBRA

If you have asked yourself what beautiful outfits you can 
see on these pictures, the answer is easy as well as exciting. 
It’s the new Autumn�Winter Collection by 

ANNEBRA stands for sensuality and high-
quality. Since more than 40 years, 

the Thai brand provides a wide range of lingerie 
styles in beautiful colors and shapes. 

TEMPTATION 
LACE BODYSUIT 
with beautiful floral 
embroidery.



TWILIGHT 
MOLD BRA & BOYLEG
BIKINI

IN THE UPCOMING SEASON, ANNEBRA leads 
us to a seductive 

TWILIGHT zone. The series captivates through two-piece 
sets, bodies, tops, and babydoll sets in precious 

indigo as well as elegant black. The panties ranges from G-strings, 
over bikini to fashion thongs. Regarding the fabrics, lace and 
chiffon dominate the TWILIGHT collection.

TWILIGHT 
LACE BABYDOLL SET
girly and romantic, in warm colors
this set embellished every body
to make each moment unique.

in a beautiful indigo blue
with tempting nude elements.



TWILIGHT 
LACE BODYSUIT &
MOLD BRA

TWILIGHT 
THE STRAPLESS 
PLEAT VEST
convices in a vibrant 
indigo blue.

plus a 
boyleg 

fashion in indigo blue.



ACACIA 
G-STRING & EXTRA 
LIFT STRAPLESS BRA 
in alluring azure or crimson.

ACACIA IS A DREAM IN CRIMSON AND  
AZURE. You will never look classier than in the kimono, nightgown, 

or nightdress. The sexy suspender belt completes the slinky 
look, especially when you wear the seductive fashion pants. In the  
shape of a heart, the pants leave the butt uncovered that places it 
in the spotlight spectacularly.

ACACIA 
LACE BABYDOLL SET 
WITH LACE ROBE 
for romantic moments.



ACACIA 
SHEER LACE BRA
& BIKINI THONG
in charming azure.

ACACIA 
MOLD BRA WITH
A BOYLEG FASHION
complemented with a sexy garter belt.

WHILE THE RED PIECES  
 

symbolizes seduction and sinfulness in perfection,

THE AZURE STYLES will make the wedding 
night truly special.  

ACACIA is a true highlight of the new ANNEBRA collection.



FEEL CREATES A ROYAL WELL-BEING. 
However, not only because of the high-quality fabrics, but 
also through the classy look, you will feel like a princess, and 
sometimes like a goddess. In mellow and grey, ANNEBRA  
presents a series that stands for pure elegance. 

FEEL CHIFFON
BABYDOLLL SET
in grey seduces with nude 
parts and delicate details.



MADE OF LACE, the delicate brasserie shapes 
sensually the breast in many 

variations. While the lace body suit lets your body shine in 
a fabulous light, the nightdress and kimono will make the 
breakfast something special.



TEMPTATION PLAYS A 
GAME OF ALLURE AND DUALITY.   
Of course, the collection is designed in the classical colors of 
seduction: red and black. TEMPTATION presents a blend of an 
innocent elegance and the conscious play of seduction. 
A highlight of the ANNEBRA TEMPTATION series is the delicate 
body made of fine lace. With its open back, it underlines the 
slinky appearance of each woman. Three beautiful pants and a 
G-string can be combined with three brasserie models, three 
negligees as well as a kimono and top.

TEMPTATION 
CHIFFON NIGHTWEAR
PLEAT SET in alluring 

red earth.



ALIVE PREPRESENTS US ITS FLOWER
PRINTS THAT HAS A VIBRANT FEEL OF
NATURE. As cute as the prints are, the pattern and 

silhouettes are just as exciting. A lovely garter 
belt, a top, bra, negligee, and kimono guarantee a gorgeous look 
in combination with the colorful pants.



THE ANNEBRA ALIVE COLLECTION
 is complemented with bras, a bustier, two nightgowns, 
a kimono and three sexy thongs in violet and beige. Very 
seductive highlights are the fashion thong as well as the 
G-string with two hip straps.

ALIVE MOLD BRA 
& BOYLEG FASHION
in a romantic shade of grey.



NIGHT ROUNDS OFF THIS ANNEBRA 
COLLECTION. The elegant and sexy body suit is a real must-have. 

Actually, it’s too beautiful to be worn only under 
your clothes or just in very special moments. Thus, you should try to 
wear it as top in combination with a cool leather skirt or jacket. 

NIGHT MOLD
FRONTCLOSURE BRA
in combination with a fashion thong. 
a sensual alternative is the beautiful

LACE BODYSUIT



THE NIGHTDRESS MAKES YOU THE BEAUTY 
OF THE NIGHT. The enchanting negligees turn the night into 

something special. While the elegant G-strings 
make you a vamp of the night, the white pants provide a very cozy feeling 
as well as a perfect fit. Probably, this ANNEBRA collection cannot 
guarantee a perfect sleep, but instead an unforgettable night. 



WWW.ANNEBRA-DEUTSCHLAND.DE



LA PERLA

OF
LIBERATION 
WOMEN

FOR THE

ALL

KENDALL JENNER wears the revolutionary La Perla 
Freedom Slip in a provocative shot 

by photographers Mert & Marcus. By opting for bright red, Jenner 
radiates self-confidence, which can be given only by La Perla. The 
seamless design of the Freedom Slips is visible. Sensual the fabric 
nestles to her body. It shapes and beautifies her figure and ensures 
absolute comfort and flexibility at the same time.



LA PERLA

MIRROR IN SHARDS, bras in flames, an 
old, tight corset. 

The American photographer Steven Klein chose these 
symbolic images to visualize the key concept of the 
summer 2017 campaign of



LA PERLA’S CAMPAIGN’S MOTTO IS THE
LIBERATION OF WOMEN from the compulsion to 

suffer for beauty. This style 
revolution takes the body as the starting point and accompanies 
each movement with stretch materials and skillful cuts which have 
been created with the unique expertise of the brand to emphasize the 
female shape. 

WITH AN EXPLOSIVE VISUAL POWER, 
Steven Klein's lens tells the story of La Perla’s lingerie, ready to wear 
and swimwear collection 2017. The images emphasize the authentic 
nature of the top models.  

KENDALL JENNER IS THE NEW STAR  
 

of this campaign. La Perla’s Creative Director, Julia Haart, considers 
Kendal Jenner as the ideal interpreter of the innovative way that 
the brand is following. Kendall's charisma absolutely complies with 
the contemporary zeitgeist. It gives every model that she wears, a 
distinctive character. Furthermore, Kendall’s personality and look 
emphasizes modernity as well as the carefree, and confident elegance 
of the creations.



LIU WEN, who is the first Chinese beauty who has reached the 
Olympus of international top models, continues 

her role as an ambassador of La Perla in the Far East. She presents 
herself from her most intense and sensual side. 

THE LONG DRESS SHOWS "AUTOGRAFO" 
motifs that are embroidered on stretch silk. Black border highlights 
the décolleté (right). 

FASCINATING EMBROIDERY MOTIFS  
 

on colored tulle turn the “Autografo” babydoll into a piece of  
pure seduction (above).



ISABELI FONTANA is the face of La Perla’s campaign 
for the second time. With her 

fascinating Mediterranean appearance, she emphasizes the 
female’s curves as uniquely identifiable. 

A SUPER LOW-CUT NECKLINE is the 
breathtaking 

seductive style detail of the triangle bra with straps made of 
transparent tulle with "Autografo"-motifs. The matching thong 
is the perfect supplement.



ISABELI FONTANA wears a body piece with 
“Autografo” embroidery. 

Due to the inserts of transparent tulle, the set creates the 
illusion of seductive lingerie.



MACRAMÉ  lets this 
beautiful silk 

dress shine in a wonderful light. 
Moreover, the dress assumes the 
style of seductive lingerie.



WWW.LaperLa.com

THE TOPOGRAPHY    of a fjord becomes a 
spectacular print motif 

on this dress with shirt collar. It’s made of bi-stretch 
silk. The very sexy high side slit is framed with wonderful 
sequin motifs which were set up by hand.

























CHANTAL THOMASS

ANDPARIS

LOVEIN

WITH

LINGERIE
FANTASTIC

“I define myself as a fashion 
designer because for me, lingerie is 
fashion and I tread it as such!”



CHANTAL THOMASS 
made her entry into the fashion world 
in the late 1960s. At that time of endless 
possibility, she created her off-the-rack 
brand, Ter and Bantine, and launched her 
trademark style: feminine, daring, irre-
verent, and unexpected. Fabric shiny like 
plastic, flannelette, Lurex… the young 
stylist dared to try anything and jumped 
head first into the creative madness that 
was the 70s.

CHANTAL THOMASS
THIS SEASON a breathtaking collection, full of  

sensuality and that certain french 
touch of love and passion was dream-up by the exceptional 
parisian artist 



HER BOHEMIAN AND 
LIGHTHEARTED STYLE  

 
immediately caught the eye of the big stars of the 
time – led by Brigitte Bardot, and the most high-
class boutiques, like the famous Dorothée Bis.

BOLD GOOD FAIRIES LEANT 
OVER HER SHOULDER and picked 

up her pen-
cils, tempting her to sketch out ravishing fanta-
sies on a lovely, silky corner of a cloud. 

UNDER A DELICATE SKY, glittering with 
sparkling stars, 

these fantasies turned into precious creations, subtly blen-
ding innocent and romantic shades of dawn with deeper, 
more troubling twilight hues.



INVITED FOR TEA IN LACE 
LAND, our mischievous designer, chan-

ged into a storyteller, pursued 
some delicate butterflies, jumping freely from 
a brassiere to boxers, bumping into Corselet 
and Slip, Crinoline, and Peter Pan collar, befo-
re passing by a keen Lord Jabot who was busy 
charming his Lady Garter.



THEN, WITH A QUICK 
FLUTTERING OF HER LASHES,   
she flew away and landed in an amazing gar-
den, full of light, imaginary creatures. She 
whispered enchanting, magical tales about a 
Princess and a polka dotted Pea, a pushy Puss 
in Boots and a scullery maid in sequined shoes, 
to this strange audience…

WHEN THE ALARM CLOCK 
WENT OFF, the dream vanished, yet the 

inspiration remained. This 
is how the PE17 collection was born, one beau-
tiful summer night…



IN LOVE 
WITH PARIS

Soon, the autumn & winter will come 
and she has two loves: lingerie and Paris, 

CHANTAL THOMASS
Chantal Thomass takes us to the cabaret 
with her take on this famous music hall 
piece. Glitter and diamante, frills and lace, 
a masculine feel and pure sensuality - from 
Crazy Horse to Broadway, the designer 
turned Marlene, Liza and Dita into her mu-
ses for FALL-WINTER 2017.



IN CURVE-HUGGING SMOKING OUTFITS OR THEIR KNEE-HIGH 
STOCKINGS, these temptresses start their glamourous show under a shower of glittering 

stars. Under the catwalk spotlights, their sensual choreographies in cheeky 
striped tulle toy with the chains and buttons of their satin and lace underwear. They bring out their 
wild, feline side in panther lace, paired with satin bows 
and shimmering ribbon. Their carmine nails 
caresse a red lace flounce paired with 
suggestive lacing.

TEMPTED TO 
TAKE A POLE DANCING 
CLASS? They slip into their hoodies with their 

open back, in black and pink draped tulle, gathered in and topped with a 
large butterfly bow. Under their bowler hat, they sport white collared bodies and ascots.

WE FANTASIZE ABOUT THESE IMPETUOUS WOMEN  
 

hiding asymetric lace with satin ribbons and crystal embroidery, ornately bejeweled 
triangles and strings under their feathers. Because Paris will always be Paris...
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BOXERS Play the fashionista with this distinctive line, which mischie-
vously borrows looks from your athletic wardrobe!

SWEAT Play the fashionista with this distinctive line, which mischievously borrows 
looks from your athletic wardrobe! A true ready-to-wear piece, this loo-

se-fitting sleeveless sweat gives you the perfect sportswear look with its hood and pockets

TRIANGLE Play the fashionista with this distinctive line, which mischievously borrows 
looks from your athletic wardrobe! Bare-back gathered tulle triangle bra 

with a deeply plunging neckline and choker adorned with a bow for a very fashionable design.
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WAISTCOAT �left side� tLift the curtain on this line with a mix of masculine 
and feminine inspirations, featuring a striped collar and jewellery 

chains. A mix of ultra-sheer lace and opaque satin blurs the line between dressed and 
undressed. Button up your waistcoat and get ready to be sensational! A truly exceptional 
piece, this bare-back waistcoat reveals the bust through lightweight lace. Its cuff links 
and little chain on the front are sure to look sensational!

PUSHUPISSIME Balconette push-up 
bra for an ultra-

uplift effect. Waistcoat-style centre decorated 
with cuff links and a little chain.

THONG Mid-low waist thong adorned with cuff links and a little chain on the front. 
Materials: Rigid Leavers lace, striped one-way stretch jacquard satin and 

matte two-way stretch warp and weft fabric.         
SEN

SAT
ION

NE
LL
E

BRIEFS �left� Mid-low waist briefs 
gathered at the back to 

highlight the curve of the bottom.
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      TOMBEUSE

TENTATION

How can you remain indifferent to the charms of Tombeuse on the left side?

RESISTANCE IS FUTILE - you will instantly fall in love with its Leavers 
lace and two-tone layering details. This season, 

its lace is  adorned by Swarovski crystals, so glamourous!

TRIANGLE No wire triangle bra for a natural cleavage: perfect for small busts. 

SUSPENDER BELT A truly seductive piece, this suspender 
belt will beautifully enhance your lingerie.

Look spectacular as you succumb to Tentation! Leavers lace frills 
and stunning lace-up will make you the star of the show!

BASQUE This all-lace corset with a tulle back will give you a glamourous 
look with its lace-up effect that plunges down to the navel.

TANGA Tanga with tulle-lined front for greater opacity.

TANGA Lace tanga adorned with a flounce 
and lace-up effect on the front.
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UNDERWIRE Supportive 
underwire

bra featuring a plunging neckline. 

SUSPENDER BELT A truly 

seductive piece, this fine suspender belt 
will enhance your ensemble. 

BRIEFS Mid-low waist 
briefs. Openings 

on the front and back.

Lead the dance in 

FLAGRANT DÉLICE! 
Allow yourself to be enchanted 
by the graphic criss-cross and 
suggestive openings… The mo-
dern look of striped tulle meets 
a frivolous alluring flounce, to 
the delight of all your suitors!























BRACLI

ARE
PEARLS
GIRLSTHE

NEW
BESTFRIEND



BRACLI

BEAUTY IS A GIFT OF THE GODS OR NATURE.  
Since time immemorial, we are fascinated by items that embellish our external appearance. 
The nature offers us an almost infinite stock of beautiful things, from hair accessories 
made of leaves and blossoms, to jewelry made of bronze, silver, or gold, to wonderful 
diamonds and pearls. The latter aren’t just a beautiful accessory for the neck and wrist. 

Since The brand shows, that pearls can replace diamonds as girl’s best 
friend. Moreover, with its pearl strings, BRACLI makes girls very happy in 
several ways. 

BREATHTAKING, LIKE SANDRO BOTTICELLI'S 

NEWLY-BORN GODDESS VENUS in the giant shell, 
pearls can 

hightlight the beauty as well as sesuality of each women. 
It is proven by the Spanish brand

SEXY LINGERIE FOR THE 
MOST SEDUCTIVE WOMEN...

BUT, PROVERBIAL, STEP BY STEP… 



BRACLI is the quintessential underwear 
for women, is the perfect gift and also 

that caprice you have to enjoy to glare. You can wear it 
every day, and of course for a special occasion.

Bracli combines elegance and sensuality, 
luxury and finesse; it’s gorgeous and desirable.

SINCE ITS APPEARANCE IN “SEX AND THE CITY” 
Bracli has been the lure in display windows of intimate apparel 
shops where it never goes unnoticed; everyone stops, everyone 
'thinks', everyone imagines... Their smile broadens; they have 
understood the meaning. So, have you thought about 
when to wear a Bracli?



“ My name is Luis Álvarez, and I am the inventor of this 
garment for women, which has an original design and a very 
special and stimulating feature. The brand of our product 
is BRACLI, which comes from two words related to the most 
intimate and personal side of the woman. 

THE INVENTOR LUIS ÁLVAREZ

“ In effect, Bracli is the result of combining intimate clothing 
with the subtle stimulation of the most sensitive parts of a 
woman’s body. An International Invention Patent has protected 
this design since l996, which grants it exclusivity and originality, 
in case of any attempt to imitation or copy.”

BRAGA AND CLÍTORIS
(UNDERWEAR AND CLITORIS)



“ Invention? Absolutely! Bracli has this distinction 
precisely because it sets itself apart from conventional 
clothing in that, in addition to being clothing and accessory; 
it has the added feature of directly stimulating the woman’s 
genital area. This makes it something new and original, different 
from any other clothing hitherto known in the market. However, 
there is a more important stimulus than just the physical, more 
intense than the soft rubbing of the pearls, which is that Bracli 
stimulates your fantasy and invites you to imagine."



“ It is an invitation that is extended not only to the woman who 
wears Bracli, but also to whoever wants to share this experience as 
an accomplice, as a confidant… The excitement is contagious to all 
who participate in this pleasurable experience.”



BRACLI offers a variant to any activity of life, whether routi-
ne or a special occasion. You can wear it from taking a 

walk through the streets, going shopping, driving, and working, to a 
romantic dinner or the celebration for your anniversary of course… 

EVERYTHING IS DIFFERENT when a woman 
wears a sensual

THE GIFT...

BRACLI IN SECRET 
(OR A SHARED SECRET)

ALL THIS WILL FORM PART OF A 
PRELUDE, TAKING US TO A VERY 
GRATIFYING, STIMULATING 
EXPERIENCE...

BRACLI is the gift. It’s attractive and desirable… 
Since its appearance, Bracli has been the 

lure in display windows of intimate apparel shops whe-
re it never goes unnoticed; everyone stops, everyone 
‘thinks‘, everyone imagines, comments, and everyone’s 
eyes are opened in a special way… their smile broadens; 
they have understood the meaning.



“ I must mention what the manager of a lingerie 
shop at a luxurious hotel said when I asked her 
about how sales were going; she replied: ‘our 
customers are very satisfied. We see it in their 
faces the next day’.” LUIS ÁLVAREZ



BRACLI HAS GONE 

VERY FAR IN THE WORLD OF INTIMATE APPAREL, 
and it’s sold at the best, most prestigious and select boutiques in the world, along with the best 
brands in the sector. The ‘beautiful people’ have bought the Bracli models at renowned stores such 
as ‘La Petite Coquette‘ in New York, or at Victoria’s Secret shops throughout the United States, 
Lafayette Shopping Centers in Paris, etc.

AT REBECCA APSAN’S SHOP, La Petite Coquette, 
the screenwriters 

of the TV series Sex and the City, bought the garments in order to 
film one of the chapters of the series in which a multi-millionaire 
gives Samantha a Bracli as a gift on his private jet, and it’s logical 
because actually it’s the perfect gift for the most demanding people 
who we have already dazzled with "almost" all... but lacked Bracli...

BRACLI IS ALREADY A REFERENCE, 
a written line in the book of fashion and lingerie, also in the book of 
sensuality. It has gone beyond the limit of the classic functionality, 
to reclaim a position as jewelry for stimulation; successfully 
increasing the most human function of the garment: ATTRACT.



THE G-SPOT REALLY DOES EXIST!

1. The first step to follow is to undo the bow 
which joins the ring of pearls with the 

lace. This way, the string of pearls is released (it 
is only attached to the front of the garment).

2. You have to make a knot at the end of 
the string of pearls to make a cluster.

3. This cluster is inserted into the vagina 
using one or more fingers.

4. Once it has been inserted, there are 
two possibilities:

MASTURBATION With the
fingers,

you have to slide the string of pearls along 
the vagina, reaching the G-spot with the 

cluster and stimulating the clitoris with 
the external string of pearls.

PENETRATION The same as in the 
previous case but 

replacing the fingers by the penis.

Bracli has verified it and proposes a really fun, 
stimulating way to find and 

BRACLI & G.  
There couldn't be 

a better name to describe a stimulant garment 
that is both, for the sensitive external parts 
and, now also, the G-spot.

ENJOY IT!



The 23-year-old Swedish model is the new face of Bracli. Of course, as fitness 
model and personal trainer, she has a perfect body. Thus, naturally, she appears 
simply gorgeous in the new collection of the Spanish label.  Besides her fitness 
program, Josefine Forsberg likes seafood. She has her own YouTube channel, 
where she presents fitness workouts, as well as short clips from photo shoots. 
Besides, she offers some insights into her life from time to time.

JOSEFINE FORSBERG



www.bracli.com
www.bracli-shop.de

available in well-selected shops and online



PANDORA

FORJEWELRY
BRIDESMAIDS

YOUR

LOVELY & BEAUTIFUL



OF COURSE, mainly, beautiful jewelry exists to be shown. There is 
only a moment in life that is just as exciting as to get 

engaged: to ask best friends whether they want to be your bridesmaids! It is 
the perfect opportunity to honor long-standing friendships and to thank 
thotse people that accompany the emotional time around the wedding. One 
of the most popular jewelry brands in the world offers a wide selection of 
beautiful jewelry pieces specially for that occasion PANDORA

PANDORA’S collection contains timeless bracelets, 
necklaces and earrings that are made 

by experienced artisans with attention to detail. Hand-finished 
jewelry made of sterling silver, 14 k gold, or PANDORA ROSE 
can be combined individually to the bridesmaid outfit. 

A PERSONAL ENGRAVING 
gives the jewelry an individual touch. The collection is 
available in all PANDORA stores and in the online shop.































































myMONOGRAM

VALUES
FOREVER

THAT
LAST

BESIDES LUXURIOUS 
AND UNIQUE LINGERIE SETS, 

the daily wardrobe contains also basics and loungewear, 
bags. Why not giving these items a very individual touch, 
while making it easier to sort them?



THE STORY BEHIND Does this sound familiar: after a long working day 
you return home in the evening to be confronted 

with a sheer mountain of unsorted laundry? Painstakingly, you try to sort countless 
socks by similar colors, forms, and cuts. But, in vain. (Without avail) Once more, 
several mismatched pairs will be left over. Thus, quite unnecessarily, you buy new 
socks again, and again. It’s a never-ending story

“As the mother of four sons (plus a husband!), I speak here from long 
experience. With these unending piles of boxer shorts and socks it was 
ultimately no longer possible to keep each person's laundry separate. The 
answer: I bought an embroidering machine. With it, I embroidered the 
initials of my five men onto all the boxer shorts and socks. Surprisingly: 
my sons considered it as “totally cool". They were more than happy when 
they found their socks suddenly all in complete matching pairs in the 
cupboard after the wash.” 

myMONOGRAM

THE FASTER LIFE GETS, 
THE GREATER OUR LONGING FOR DURABILITY. 
the faster life gets, the greater our longing for durability. We wish ourselves 
things, objects, or values that are lasting. Things that live with us, accompany us in 
our everyday life. Items that give us pleasure and that, ideally, will grow old with 
us. It’s precisely which makes those things so special and important to us. Such very 
individual things in form of unique personalized products characterizespersonal 
melodious name: 



“Even socks and boxer shorts lost during sports sessions, 
or otherwise mislaid, found their way home, thanks to 
the embroidered monogram. Therefore, my idea arose 
to embroidery not only my family's clothing, but of also 
providing personalized products for other people.”

CAN YOU STILL REMEMBER THE "GOOD OLD 
DAYS"? The times, when a bride would be given a trousseau as a 

wedding present? Monogrammed table linen, bedding and tea 
towels embroidered with your initials. Unique and unmistakable! 

THE AIM OF MYMONOGRAM is to revive these tradi-
tions. Discreet, refined 

monograms turn everyday commercial products into something special and 
very personal! Alongside the "classics", myMonogram presents also highlights 
in leather, cotton, and wool, lovingly selected from practically all spheres of 
everyday life. From bikini bags to baggage tags.



THE PRODUCT Practical, refined, and individual: discreet and refined 
embroidered monograms transform everyday items into 

personal highlights. They please again, and again. With personal initials, these items 
demonstrate a very individual style.

myMONOGRAM is also perfect to organize the clothes in your cupboards. 
Thus, it becomes much more easily to sort socks, shorts, 

shirts and other stuff. Besides that function, myMonogram refines everyday items.

MOREOVER, the online-shop featu-
res high-quality boxer 

shorts from traditional menswear supplier van 
Laack. Furthermore, it contents a broad selec-
tion of socks bearing the Falke brand. Along 
with cosmetics bags and shoe bags from its 
own studios, myMonogram offers many other 
items that are needful in the everyday life.

myMONOGRAM  
 

is particularly a wonderful and individual 
present for friends, family, and lovers. But, 
when you aren’t sure what they would real-
ly like, then simply give them a gift certifica-
te for the myMonogram Online Shop. There 
they can find the perfect something.

www.mymonogram.de











ANGELYS BALEK
NEW YORK 

ART GALLERY
BEACH

LIKE A UNIQUE

THE
FOR



AS A HOMAGE to the exotic, charming beaches 
of Thailand as well as an 

ODE TO FEMININITY, this summer is 
enriched with a 

sensual collection designed by

Following graduation from Bangkok University

WITH A DEGREE IN FINE ART, 
Angelys pursued and was accepted into the London 
College of Design, where she earned her 2nd 
degree in Fashion Design.

IN 2013 ANGELYS BALEK   
was nominated as a finalist in WGSN’s Global 
Fashion Awards. Working with original artwork 
of her own, Balek manipulates fabric, with 
texture, multi level hemlines, and cutouts, giving 
a sophisticated edge to classic shapes. 

TODAY, with a flagship store in Bangkok, 
Thailand and production in the 

New York, Angelys divides her time between the 
US and Asia, shopping European trade shows for 
innovative fabrics.

ANGELYS BALEK 

THAI-AMERICAN BORN DESIGNER, 
ANGELYS BALEK,  takes a painterly approach to co-

lor and proportion, successful-
ly balancing eastern artisanship with western culture and design.



THE ANGELYS BALEK 
COLLECTION is sold at no-

table specialty 
retailers internationally and online. 
A complete list can be accessed th-
rough the stockist.



THE COLLECTIONS have been 
featured 

editorially online and in fashion publications 
including WWD, Marie Claire, Elle, Lucky and 
Harpers Bazaar. 

THE NEW SWIM STYLE  
 

embodies Angelys Balek’s signature prints that 
accentuates desirability and appeal to create a 
daring, confident woman.

AN AMAZING SWIM
COLLECTION features 

hand-crafted 
prints of rich, vibrant colors which 
adorns classic bikini and one-
piece silhouettes. With meticulous 
technique and attention to fine 
details, the collection debuts an 
energetic fusion of nature and its 
complexities. 

the beautiful girls show that 
ANGELYS BALEK's masterpieces
aren't true eye-catchers just for 
the beach, but the wearer could be 
proud to show them also on many 
other occasions.



IT IS THE BEAUTY OF NATURE 
that defines the spirit of the woman to 
which this collection aims to emphasize. 



The collection is available online at

WWW.anGeLysbaLek.com

The launch of 

ANGELYS BALEK’S
SWIM COLLECTION 
celebrates what it means to be a 
young, carefree woman which is 
symbolized through the designer’s 
iconic, effervescent prints.

THE ANGELYS 

BALEK BEACH 
GIRL is one who is 

bold yet elegant 
and is as alluring as 
nature itself. 



WOW   

SLOGGI 

FROM 

COMFORT 
STUNNING & OPULENT

TO

SERIES  



SLOGGI
SWIM

JADE LEAVES The particularly sophisticated, 
glamorous and opulent series 

with a stunning all over Jade-Leaves-Print convinces 
with innovative, metallic, gold-colored brush strokes. 

RASPBERRY SWEETS  
 

Raspberry sweets shines in pretty shades of pink. The 
Sloggi series uses an advanced print technology to 
allow an impressive precision of colors and patterns. 
Sloggi used high-quality sensitive® microfibre as mate-
rial basis for this series. 

AQUA ROMANCE Within Sloggi’s Aqua 
Romance collection, 

traditional processing meets contemporary style. Aqua 
Romance shines in a deep blue and with strong high-
lights, created with small antique tiles and ceramic or-
naments. So, Sloggi interprets romantic in a very new 
and modern way. The extraordinary Euro-Jersey Sensiti-
ve® fabric ensures fast dry. It is resistant against chlor- 
and salt-water as well as UV rays. Furthermore, the 
products retain their shape and the colors do not fade.



AN INNOVATIVE FLEXIMESH 
TECHNOLOGY replaces the ordinary metal wire with 

revolutionary, ergonomically shaped 
mesh inserts which offers an ultimate comfort. That so called 
“wow comfort” is the perfect companion for everyday life and 
characterizes the collection of 

SLOGGI



THESE LIGHTWEIGHT 
BRASSIERES are hardly noti-

ceable on the 
body. Nevertheless, they provide the 
perfect fit. A bra-dream became true 
with the exclusive FlexiMesh inserts 
in the ComfyCups. 

THE FLEXIMESH 
STRUCTURE benefits from 

hundreds of 
nodes, which allow the bra to adapt 
to the shape of the breast easily. Mo-
reover, more stability is guaranteed, 
which is important for larger cup-si-
zes. All bras are made of lightweight 
and flexible materials.



FLOWERS 
BLOOM   IN THEIR MOST 

MARIE JO 

GENEROUS FORM 



THIS SUMMER the 
delicate yet 

constant nature was the source of 
inspiration of MARIE JO

FLOWERS BLOOM  
in their most 

generous form in the new summer collection. 
The inherent power of a flower sets the tone 
for a strong but sensitive lingerie collection.

 REFINED LACE  
rules the collection, 

combined with a pattern of elegant shades. 
The Chantilly lace is contrasted with graphical 
patterns, refined embroidery and fresh flower 
prints. Floral chic gives a gentle nod to a sultry 
summer with sophisticated details like sequins, 
tiny mirrors, lurex – metallic and iridescent.

THIS SUMMER  
Marie Jo goes for 

flamboyant contrasts. Refined Leavers lace is 
alternated with silk or tulle. Rosé golden studs 
add punch to the baroque floral lace, with a dis-
tinct flower pattern combined with satin gloss. 
The collection is dominated by a range of re-
fined structures, revealing a generous palette.



A PALE SPECTRUM of patina,
cream and 

ivory is coupled with sultry floral tints like 
cerulean, mint green and flamingo pink. 

In that fresh summer palette there’s a 
starring role for blues, especially ice 

blue. This original tint is a subtle 
balance between silver grey and 
summer blue, with a fresh, feminine 
look. Striking interpretations of 
such classics as night blue and 
khaki complete the collection. 

BRAS don’t need to be tucked 
away this summer. The 

Belgian label puts elegant femini-
nity on a pedestal, without com-
promising on refined class or a 
perfect fit. The triangle bra is an 
eye-catching new addition. The 

wire-free styles make their presence 
felt again, the height of finesse. And 

while the bras are for showing off 
this summer, the briefs keep a very low 

profile, as seamless increasingly comes 
to the fore.





























WWW.LInGadore.com





































TRIACTION BY TRIUMPH 

SPORTSWEAR
DESIGN

SUPPORTIVE

TRENDY
WITH



TREND-CONSCIOUS WOMEN   
of today work out for their health, mostly 
in groups with other people. That’s why 
they need sports bras, which offer a good 
support for the breast and are super stylish 
at the same time. That supportive sportswe-
ar is provided by 

Triaction by Triumph divides the models into 
two groups: The Cardio-Collection and the 
Studio-Collection. These offer bras for all kinds 
of situations, high performance, incredible fits 
and a modern design. They give women the leeway 
to workout whenever and in whatever they want.

TRIACTION BOOST LITE this line is part 
of the Cardio-

Collection. A true light weight, which offers plenty of support 
and is therefore perfectly suited for high intensity sports.

It's inspired by the current athleisure trend, which 
enables women to always be on point and simply 
look stunning at the gym or outside with friends.
 

THE PERFECT FIT is based on bestsel-
ling styles from the 

underwear collection by Triumph. the prints could 
remind one of palm leaves swinging in the wind.
This style minimises unwanted movements of the 
breast by 74%, tested by the world-famous research 
team for breast health of Portsmouth University.

THE SPACER CUPS complete the col-
lection. Due to its 

multifunctional and customisable 3D-straps and 
strong, breathable 3D-laminated stretch Fabric this 
sculpting bra offers extreme hold and comfort. 
Fitster tops and shorts round of the sportive look.

TRIUMPH



PROTEIN WORLD

THEBEST
YOURSELF
VERSION OF



THE STRICTLY GUARDED SECRET 
how everybody could find the best version of its own 
is revealed by KHLOÉ KARDASHIAN 

PROTEIN WORLD'S 30 DAY CHALLENGE

“When it’s about losing weight, for me the aim 
was always to feel good from inside and out”.

& PROTEIN WORLD

If you may be jealous of someone then probably 
on Khloé. A defined belly, legs up to the neck, and 
this butt finally. No wonder, that PROTEIN WOR-
LD has brought her on board in 2017. 

KHLOÉ KARDASHIAN trains hart. 
She swears 

in addition to her workout routine in the PRO-
TEIN WORLD, to motivate herself and to achieve 
faster results.

Khloé Kardashian 



"I use Protein World’s Slender Blend already for some time. I just 
love these shakes. Besides my busy schedule and workout program, 
they help me to eat well-balanced as well as to become stronger 
at the same time. Of course, sometimes, the training is very hard. 
Nevertheless, you should always remember: Never remain on the 
ground, even if you fall occasionally. Get up again and tell yourself, 
well, tomorrow, I will train just harder. We all have these kind of 
days, but never lose sight of your aim. Just use these day as motivation 
to become even better the next one. Set yourself realistic goals, which 
you can really accomplish. Start slowly. When you achieve an aim, 
then tread yourself something special. Then, set the next goal.” 

Khloé Kardashian, 2017 

The PROTEIN WORLD 30 DAY CHALLENGE provides you a trans-
formation to total body confidence. The challenge includes 
12 different workouts to torch fat, tone and achieve the 
2017 of your dreams. The plan contains full body workouts 
alongside a comprehensive meal planner to get you in gear 
for reaching your goals. 

BODY BEAUTIFUL FROM THE INSIDE
OUT The 30 DAY CHALLENGE promises you to get 

that inner glow and spark to get up, get 
out and get moving. 

“Target your body from the inside out. Learn 
how to fuel your workouts correctly using 
a combination of nutritious good foods and 
Protein World supplements to kick start a 
serious mind and body reset.”



THE GUIDE is easy to follow and every exercise is cle-
arly illustrated, making it great for peo-

ple of all levels of fitness including beginners. 

THE PLAN is ideal for those looking to lose 
weight, fast. Combining the Slender 

Blend - our best-selling weight loss shake, with essen-
tial vitamins and fat-targeting nutrients, alongside 
our Fat Metaboliser and Hunger Buster capsules. The 
program is designed to raise your metabolism, burn 
fat, encourage the growth of lean, toned muscle and 
keep you feeling fuller for longer. 

PROTEIN WORLD has also inclu-
ded its brand-

new heartwarming gluten-free Slender Por-
ridge: under 200 calories, high in hunger 
controlling fiber & protein, and containing 
less than a gram of sugar per serving.

The PROTEIN WORLD specialists have devised a unique diet 
that not only tastes great, but also works to shred fat and 
keep you energized for the workouts to come.  

THE WORKOUTS require minimal equipment, 
making them perfect to per-

form anywhere and are made up of 30 minute high intensity 
exercise circuits to blast fat and take the least amount of 
time out of your day! 

www.proteinworld.com 



































HARMONY, INNER BALANCE, JOIE DE VIVRE AND
OPTIMISM – EAU DE KARMA LADIES’ FRAGRANCE 
teases the senses like scintillating summer rain and has a soothing influence on the body, spirit 
and soul. It's is a sensually-fresh scent that envelops its wearer in an overwhelming fragrance 
experience. Such a good Karma – such a good life is the motto of

THOMAS SABO

THE EAU DE KARMA 
FRAGRANCE NOTES
The precious essences used draw on the 
spiritual symbolism of traditional east-Asian 
teachings and bring them to life in a unique 
scent. In its head note, Eau de Karma unites 
the fruity-floral aromas of freesia, apple 
and blackcurrant with ozonic notes and is 
reminiscent of the freshness of cleansing 
summer rain. The heart note reflects soft, 
sensual elegance: precious rose essences and 
a hint of peony flank the delicately-composed 
lotus flower accord.
 
The base of the Eau de Karma fragrance 
creates a feeling of calm and harmony with 
its velvety-warm notes of amber, cedar and 
musk. The feminine composition was created 
by renowned perfumer Richard Ibanez – 
considered to be the absolute specialist for 
creations based on natural essences.

EAU DE KARMA DESIGN 
AND PACKAGING
Packaging and design are reminiscent of 
majestic, far-eastern temple landscapes: 
the exquisite silver cap in the form of an 
elaborately-designed Om Karma Bead is 
truly enchanting in conjunction with the 
minimalist-look bottle. In addition to the 
unique fragrance, the bottle holds a face-
ted rose quartz as a further reference to 
the Karma Beads.
The exquisite packaging of the Eau de Karma 
fragrance is adorned with an embossed 
pink Wheel of Karma – the symbolic cen-
trepiece of the Karma Beads range.

THE EAU DE KARMA 
FRAGRANCE will also be available from leading 

perfumeries and departments stores.

www.thomassabo.com



CREATED
PARFUM 

SHIRIN DAVID 
CREATED BY THE COMMUNITY 

COMMUNITY  
THE FIRST 



A UNIQUE FRAGRANCE, 
created by more than 350,000 people.  Shirin 
David and "The Scentist" present the new 
fragrance SHIRIN DAVID 

CREATED BY THE COMMUNITY 
The Cologne manufacture ars Parfum presents 
its cooperation with YouTube star Shirin 
David. Together, they launched a perfume 
project that invited the fan base to take part 
in the creation of the new fragrance. So, 
the individual preferences of the community 
determined the fragrance creation directly.  

THIS UNIQUE PROJECT 
began already a year ago with the first ideas 
for the look & feel. Particularly, Shirin’s high 
demands on elegance and style as well as 
innovation and perfection built the founda-
tion for the product development. The glo-
bally unparalleled “The Scentist Technologie“ 
supported the project and allowed Shirin the 
creation of a new fragrance together with 
her community. 

Month of meticulous prepa-
ration and detailed work on 
the highest level have paid 
off! At the beginning of this 
year, Shirin presented the 
extraordinary perfume pro-
ject on her YouTube channel 
in a video. Within a few days, 
the video had more than 1.3 
million views. Shirin invited 
the community to partici-
pate in the development of 
the perfume from the begin-
ning. More than 350,000 followers took part 
in the creation of perfume. They had 5 days 
to fill out a questionnaire and to send their 
personal wishes. The result is a unique new 
fragrance that reflects the personality of 
the participants.

"Oriental, feminine, alluring, 
elegant and 
glamorous." 

The fruity and sensual top note 
reveals juicy aromas of tange-
rine, peach, cherry and black 
currant. These are combined with 
an exquisite chord of refreshing 
coconut water and pink pep-
per. Then unfolds an irresistible 
bouquet of flower of opulent 
orange blossoms, luxurious jas-
mine, and powdery iris. White 
musk perfectly in balance with 
white flowers and Provençal 

Rosé create the elegant heart note. They give 
the sent its alluring effect. Finally, a modern 
chocolate chord, precious wood notes and 
liquid caramel round of the perfume sensual 
and smooth. So, Shirin David - created by the 
community enchants till the end.
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